®
Software

The new best choice in
case management.

We eliminated the extra steps.
Cases move faster. Clients are
happier. Extra profit.

Why GrowPath?
TM

There are many choices for intake, case
management, and analytics platforms.
None do all those things well.
Until now...

“

“GrowPath completely
revolutionized our practice.
Our clients are happier, our
staff is more organized, and the
results speak for themselves.
Each year, GrowPath generates
an extra $2 million.”
- James Scott Farrin

“

“We caught a potentially
million dollar mass tort
solely because of the
buzzword feature.”
— Michael Jordan, attorney

Find hidden cases
Uncover new cases, including
lucrative mass torts, with our
Buzzword technology.
Patent
Pending!

Better
Intakes
Triage high value cases

Make more money without spending
another dollar on marketing, using
GrowPath patented technology. Our
application helps you identify the clients
you want and convert them.

Case value scores are
calculated live as values are
entered, allowing your staff to
identify and prioritize highvalue intakes quickly.

Once intakes become clients, seamlessly
convert them to case management with the
click of a button.

Patented!

No duplicate data entry required.

Get marketing insights
GrowPath comes with an extensive
set of built-in tools to help you
manage your marketing dollars
more intelligently.

Text & eSign retainers
Sign new clients on the spot
with eSign and text-to-sign.
Data & signed documents are
auto added to the record.

“

“In our first year using GrowPath,
we reduced our average case time
by a month, which translated to
$899,843 in extra revenue.”

Get up-to-speed quickly
Customizable case headers highlight
what you’ve deemed important to you
to get up to speed at a glance.

— Michael McKay, attorney

Single pageview eliminates clicking
between tabs.

Streamlined
Case Management
With fewer steps and more powerful tools, you
will be amazed at how much less time you need
spend on each case.

Nothing slips through
Instead of checklists filled with irrelevant todos your staff may ignore, our logic-driven
reminders appear only when needed.
Pressing tasks are highlighted, and items
needing review can be instantly flagged,
reducing internal email.

In fact, GrowPath users have reported processing
cases a month faster (or more), leading to
hundreds of thousands of dollars in extra profit.
See their stories at www.growpath.com.

Create & store documents
Case documents are stored and
instantly viewable within the
application. No hunting through
external drives. Generate merge
documents in one click.

Save time on everyday tasks
Click to call, email, or text clients from
the record. Responses are auto-added
as notes — no copy/paste required.
Filter/search notes to find what you
need quickly. Dictate new ones.
Satellite questionnaires allow clients
to send information directly into the
record. Ideal for discovery responses.
Patent
Pending!

Fewer client calls
With integrated tools to proactively
keep clients more informed, you’ll hear
your phone ringing a lot less.

“

“With GrowPath I can instantly see
where all of our cases are, who is
handling them, what status they are
in — everything! Plus I’m able to see
how our marketing is working.”
— David Chamberlin, firm VP

Spot potential issues
Matter trackers allow you to see the
status of all open cases at once.
Potential issues are raised in red to
helps identify bottlenecks and low
productivity.

Superior
Analytical Tools
The GrowPath application comes with
an extensive set of integrated tools,
covered by issued and pending patents
to help you identify potential issues and
manage more intelligently.

Get automated reports
For items you want to track on a
consistent basis, customized reports
will auto-generate and deliver to your
homepage.

See the status of all open cases at once,
or dig deeper with automated reports,
dashboards, and powerful search.

Visualize your data
Your data has never been more
beautiful — or easier to understand!

Confirm hypotheses immediately

Live charts allow you to see the
big picture, and then drill down to
the most minute details. Charts will
automatically update accordingly.

Need to find answers fast? Powerful search
gives you about 26 septillion (that’s
26,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000)
potential results generated within seconds.

“

“Prior to creating GrowPath, I ran one of
the largest and most powerful plaintiffs’
firms in the Southeast (200 attorneys and
staff, 14 locations), and provided consulting
services for several other firms.
We couldn’t find a tool that could do
everything we wanted, so I built one, taking
what I know about software and combining
it with nearly 20 years of knowledge on
how to efficiently run a plaintiffs’ firm.
The tool that resulted was so powerful and
revolutionary that the firms I consult for also
wanted it. That’s how GrowPath was born.”
— Eric Sanchez, GrowPath Founder

®
Schedule a demo today!
www.growpath.com

